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March 27, 2024 

Dear Customers, 
Subject: Packaging Update for Our NovoOmega®- Omega-3 Powders 

We hope this letter finds you in good health. We appreciate your continued trust in our 
products and are committed to delivering the highest quality products to support your operation. 

We are excited to announce an enhancement to our packaging for NovoOmega® Omega-3 
Powders. Starting from March 2024, we will be transitioning from mylar bags to vacuum foil barrier 
bags with an inner transparent vacuum bag. This change has been carefully reviewed with 
deliberation to better safeguard the freshness and prevent potential oxidation of our Omega-3 
powders during storage and transit. 

Key Points/Advantages: 

1. Improved Quality of Bags
- The inner PE bag is a food grade especially designed to be vacuum sealed, and the
outer vacuum foil barrier bag is a much stronger and high-quality bag which provides
layers of protection against external factors such as light, moisture and oxygen.

2. Enhanced Assurance of Product Quality
- During packaging, the NovoOmega® Omega-3 powder will be first vacuum sealed in a
2.5kg transparent food grade PE bag, (please note that, although the powder may
become lumpy when sealed, it can be readily crumbled to restore its smooth, powder
texture), after vacuuming, the bag is then  placed into another vacuum foil barrier bag
to ensure freshness and prevent from any potential oxidation.

3. Sustainability:
- To respond to ESG requirements, vacuum foil barrier bags are much more
environmentally friendly than mylar bags. They are recyclable and contribute to our
commitment to sustainability.

Should you have any questions, our customer support team are available to assist you. 
Thank you for choosing our patented NovoOmega® Omaga-3 powders. We look forward to 
continuing to serve you with excellence. 

Note: Attached please find a new packaging information sheet. 

Best regards, 
Novotech Nutraceuticals, Inc. 
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OMEGA-3 A-32 DHA POWDER

Outer Packaging: Craft box, dimension 18inches x 13 ¾ inches x 9 ¾ inches. 

Photo Front and Back:  

Inner Packaging: 2.5kg vacuumed in a transparent food grade PE bag and put into a vacuum sealed foil 
barrier bag.  12.5kg (5 foil bags)  
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